
5901 Uptown/Downtown Jacket: 
Our great looking, modern jacket 
is a quick knit and great fun! The 
Downtown version (left) is Merino 
12, with a Fern lined hood and cuff 
for a touch of luxury. 
The Uptown version is Neat Stuff 
mixed with metallic Elise for a 
touch of glitz. The look of Wild 
Stuff, but without eyelash. Boxy 
shaping without too much bulk can 
be closed with either a zipper or 
buttons; the sleeves could easily be 
lengthened.
Dune Merino 12 & Denali Fern, left 
Moss Neat Stuff & Elise, right 

Book 59 Sneak Preview

5902: Right: Furtastic Swing
Another modern, edgy shape:  

a cropped swingy jacket with full, belled sleeves.  
Deep cuffs and an abbreviated collar in Fern give the 

feel of fur, but no animals were harmed! 
Near right, Curlz in Shadow with Fern in Ebony. 

Far right, Surf in 302 Taupe held with Symphony in 
Denali, trimmed with Fern in Denali.

Sizes P (S, M, L, XL) 
Finished bust approx 34 (38, 42, 46, 48)”

5903: Left: Hand Dyed Magic! Patty Nance has designed 
this ingenious unisex pullover featuring Symphony with 
its long, clear, color repeats. The pattern walks you clearly 
through the process of establishing each color block so that 
it will form a neat checkerboard naturally. Four color styles 
will look like ours, which is Senegal; three or five color runs 
will have staggered colors rather than a checkerboard (also 
fabulous!). Shown here in sandwashed solid #106 olive.  
Sizes P through XL: 
finished bust approx 36 (38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48)”

Sizes P (S, M, L, XL) finished hip approx: 34 (37, 40, 43, 46).  
Bust is wider than hip and bottom edge sits at high hip



5904: Left: Ooh, la Oscar! 
Our shapely peplum jacket took its inspiration from Oscar 
de la Renta! Worked from sleeve to sleeve in Half Linen 
Stich, a Linen Stitch waisband draws in to hug the body, 
while a Garter Stitch peplum is defined through short rows. 
Magnificent Merino Mia is used in multi-colored Coral Reef, 
then held double strand with the more tonal Copper Penny, 
Plum Dandy, Blue Lagoon, and Moss.  
Kits fit up to a size XL, and come in several variations:  
Light Neutrals, Dark Neutrals, Deep Autumn, Jewels, Embers 
and as shown. 

Sizes: P (S, M, L, XL) Finished bust approx 33 (36, 39, 41, 44)”

5905: Go Glam! An alternative to the highly  
colored version of Ooh, la Oscar!, we offer a 
variation that pairs Merino Mia in Blue Lagoon 
with Elise in Moss. Elise’s sparkling gold (or silver, 
depending on the color you select) kisses the 
deep teals of Blue Lagoon, offering a seductive 
soft hand that is structured by Merino Mia.
Slightly longer and narrower sleeves and a  
simple Stockinette Stitch body are still enhanced 
with a Linen Stitch waistband and Garter Stitch 
peplum. 
Sizes P (S, M, L, XL) F 
inished bust approx 33 (36, 39, 41, 44)”


